explosive reactive armour (ERA) and active armour . For defeating ERA that contains a slab of a relatively less sensitive explosive. sandwiched between two metal plates and attached to the main armour to be protected, tandem shaped charge warheads have been configured. If more than one ERA slab is used in future (tandem ERA one over the other), the warhead specialists are talking of countering it by configuring multiple tandem warhead-three shaped charge~, one behind the other .
However, weight limitations of tank and the missile would decide the practical limits. Anyway, we can defeat ERA with a suitably designed tandem warhead.
The futuristic type of armour is active armour on which various countries are working. In this, multiple sensors are deployed by the target tank covering the sectors in which attack by A TGMs is expected. These sensors would sense the approach of the A TGM and detonate a device which would destroy/deviate-the approaching missile-and its warhead before the missile strikes the tank. systcnl also has a matching rccognition range capability of ;11 Icast 4 km. As against this, the range capability l)f thl.. tank firing hcat rounds against the missile carrier vehicle is 2.5 to 2.~ km. The thermal sight of the tank also has only such a range capability .Hence. there is a clear range supcriority for the missile platform; and the preferred range of opt:rati,on is 2.5 to 4 km by standing outside the rt:ach of adversary's tank gun, exctpt for surprist: targets appearing at closer ranges.
Since the third generation A TGM has fire and forget capability, the missile guid"nce does not require any transmitter or active sources on the platform deploying such missiles. Hence, it is difficult for the adversary's tank to track the platform, especially since the platform can leave the launch site immediately after firing the missile (fire and forget concept) from the platform. At 94 GHz, it is extremely difficult to generate adequate power over a wide angle to jam the missile in flight. Also. it is difficult to jam the narrow hcam of the seeker with typical heam width of 2-3 degrees, especially during the maneuvering phases. In case of jamming, the seeker is usually designed to home on to the jammer on the 
PERFORMANCE GROWTH PROFILE OF ATGM SYSTEMS
For a study of the performance growth profile of A TGMs, one figure of merit to decide the growth is the operator's role index. On a relative scale, this has come down from 100 for the first generation ATGM to just 10 in the third generatio~ fire and forget type n"'issile. This has been made possible since the operator is now only required to acquire the target ~nd handover to the seeker whereas in the first generation ATGM, he was required to track the tank, track, the missile, generate the commands by looking at the deviations from LOS of the missilesi and transmit the same over ., the guidance wire using a' joystick in the case of first In India, we have the NAG system for which we have developed both IIR and MMW guidance systems. This is on,e missile system where we can lead the others by completing the development and testing ahead of them and b.e the first to induct the system into service. This is an excellent opportunity to all of you in this forum to realise this goal. 
